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Abstract—Automated Program Repair (APR) is becoming a hot topic in Software Engineering community with many approaches being proposed and experiments being performed over the years. The results obtained from different experiments can be used as practical guidance to advance APR techniques. However, researchers have generally ignored the biases with respect to the unexpected results generated by various APR techniques, in which case the repair process cannot be finished normally and is terminated with unexpected exceptions (referred to as the non-repairability factors). In this paper, we aim to thoroughly understand the reasons for such non-repairability factors of various APR techniques, thus to provide practical insights for diverse stakeholders to establish an unbiased evaluation of APR techniques. To achieve so, we performed a systematic study on the existing execution logs that are ended with unexpected exceptions collected from different APR studies. Specifically, we investigated different types of exceptions with their frequencies of occurrence, the behind reasons of such occurrences, as well as the impact of such exceptions on the repairability of APR techniques. Our experimental results reveal that: 1) non-repairability factors happen in 25.7% of our studied logs and are widespread among diverse combinations of APR tools with FL strategies; 2) Inherent defect of APR tools is the most common reason for the occurrence of the non-repairability factors; 3) the impact of the non-repairability factors on the performance of APR tools can be rather significant. Our empirical study indicates that it is of great importance to eliminate the biases from the non-repairability factors. We also highlight several implications for actions that we can take to eliminate such biases.

Index Terms—Program Repair, Logs, Exceptions

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated Program Repair (APR) [1], which aims to generate patches for software defects automatically, has attracted widespread attentions in recent years due to its huge potential in reducing debugging costs. The technique mainly contains three steps, which include Fault Localization (i.e., to generate a ranked list of suspicious elements in the program), Patch Generation (i.e., to drive the generation of a patched version of the buggy program which meets the desired behavior specified by the test suite through various kinds of methods such as heuristics [2] and constraints solving [3]), and Patch Validation (i.e., to assess whether the generated patches are correct). Over the years, the state-of-the-art in this field has been advanced dramatically with numerous test-suite-based techniques being proposed and evaluated in well-established benchmarks [4].

Each time a new technique is proposed, its authors made a comprehensive comparison against the studies in the literature to demonstrate its advances [5], [6]. Besides, there are also plenty of large-scale empirical studies concerning certain under-valued aspects such as patch correctness [7], benchmark overfitting [8], and efficiency [9]. The results of these comparisons play a significant role since it can guide the future direction in this field, e.g., if a study reveals certain factors that contribute most to the effectiveness of existing APR techniques, future studies may focus on advancing the parts with respect to such factors.

Generally, researchers only concern on how many bugs a tool can repair, while often ignore those failures of the fixing attempts of other bugs. In other words, few attentions has been paid to the factors that cause the repair process to end with unexpected results, in which case the fixing attempt is terminated abnormally and no results are generated (referred to as the non-repairability factors in this study). Recently, Liu et al. revealed that two tools (i.e., Nopol and DynaMoth) are unable to fix some bugs due to the configuration problems (cf. Table 4 in [9]), which also indicates that APR techniques may generate no patch for a bug for other reasons rather than the capability of the tool itself. Such issues indeed bring great threats to the fair comparisons among various APR techniques. For example, if a tool fails to fix a bug in an evaluation due to configuration problems while it can actually fix it when all the environments have been appropriately handled, it may achieve a low performance in the comparison and thus to be underestimated. Therefore, it is of great emergency to investigate what factors may cause the non-repairability factors and furthermore, how to avoid such factors to eliminate potential evaluation bias in the future studies.

To fill this gap, we performed a large-scale study to comprehensively understand the factors contributed to the non-repairability factors. Particularly, we investigated the exceptions in the execution logs generated by APR tools targeting the Java programs. We focus on Java repair systems since they are dominant in the APR field in recent years [10], [11]. We choose to investigate the execution logs of APR tools since the execution results, including those ended with unexpected results, can be directly reflected by the generated logs. Specifically, we analyzed all the execution logs generated
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Automated Program Repair (APR) has become a hot topic in Software Engineering community in recent years [1]. Given a buggy program and its corresponding test suite, APR first utilizes a Fault Localization (FL) technique which is usually GZoltar [12] to acquire a list of suspicious statements. After that, it tries to generate patches at these suspicious statements using either search-based technique [2], [5], [9], [11] (i.e., search within a predefined space) or synthesis-based technique [13] (i.e., use constraints solving strategy to synthesize a patch). At the end, APR uses specifications (test suites, under most conditions) to check the correctness of generated patches. If a generated patch passes all the test cases, it will be outputted as a plausible patch. Originally, APR techniques are designed for C language [2], [3]. However, recent years have witnessed the explosive growth of the number of Java techniques [6], [13]–[17]. As a result, this paper focuses on APR techniques for Java.

Over the years, researchers have created some defects benchmarks to evaluate the performances of APR techniques. Defects4J [4] contains 395 bugs from 6 open-source Java projects, namely Chart, Closure, Lang, Math, Mockito, and Time. With the help of bug tracking system, bugs are extracted by the identification of bug fixing commits and each buggy program possesses a fixed version which demonstrates how developers handle the bug (known as ground-truth). Upon created, this benchmark has been widely-used in APR studies [18]. Thus, in our study, we focus on this benchmark.

In this paper, to ease our presentation, we use fixing attempt to denote the execution of APR tool on a certain bug. Besides, we use valid fixing attempt to denote fixing attempt which ends with expected results. Normally, the result of a fixing attempt is either Success or Fail. The former represents that APR tools successfully find a patch that can pass all the test cases, while the latter indicates that APR tools fail to generate a test-suite-adequate patch in a predefined limitation (e.g., time budget) or traverse the whole search space but find nothing, both of which show the disability of the APR tools for fixing the bug (referred to as repairability factors). Note that there have already been several studies [8], [19] analyzing the repairability factors of APR tools. For instance, the authors of [19] attributed some failures of fixing bugs to insufficient fix patterns. However, there exists situations where the fixing attempt is terminated unexpectedly (referred to as non-repairability factors). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to systematically investigate non-repairability factors.

B. Motivation

We observed that two recent studies (i.e., Liu et al. [9] and Durieux et al. [8]) both ran Cardumen [20] on the Defects4J benchmark. However, they reported different numbers of bugs which could be fixed by this tool (12 vs. 17). What surprises us is that the number is fewer when utilizing the latest fault localization framework (i.e., GZoltar-v1.7 in [9]), since previous study has demonstrated that better fault localization can enhance the repair performance [21]. We further checked the fixed bug lists of these two studies and searched for the differences. We observed that bug Chart-1 can be fixed under GZoltar-v0.1 (in [8]) while cannot under the same tool with version 1.7. We then referred to the log of Chart-1 in the study [9] and found that there exists an exception as shown in Listing 1 which causes the unexpected exception of this fixing attempt.

```
Listing 1: Exception from Cardumen on Chart-1 in study [9]
```

After carefully checking the stack trace, we found that Cardumen throws this exception when preparing to search plausible patches in the search space. When utilizing GZoltar-v1.7, the returned results are the statements whose suspicious values are larger than 0. While in GZoltar-v0.1, the suspicious values of the output statements should be larger than 0.1. This difference determines that the selected statements by GZoltar-v1.7 are much more than its earlier version. Cardumen throws
III. STUDY DESIGN

This section presents the design details of this study.

A. Research Questions

Overall, our investigation to the non-repairability factors of fixing attempts of different APR techniques aims to answer for the following research questions (RQs):

1) **RQ1. Number of occurrence of each type of exception:**
   - We first investigated the question: *what is the number of occurrence of each type of exception?* To answer this question, we searched for the occurrences of all exceptions recorded in the logs generated by existing APR tools and classify them based on the thrown message.

2) **RQ2. Reasons behind the unexpected exceptions:**
   - Upon finding out all the exceptions in existing experiments, we investigated the behind reasons for these unexpected results: *why these unexpected exceptions happen?* To seek the answer, we analyzed the in-depth reasons behind each kind of exception and further categorized them into different reasons. Answering such a question can provide practical guidance to avoid such exceptions in future studies.

3) **RQ3. Impact of unexpected exceptions:**
   - Finally, given that a certain number of exceptions being generated in existing studies, we aim to investigate their impacts on the experimental results. Specifically, we question *what is the performance of APR tool when discarding those executions which are affected by non-repairability factors?* We re-calculated the repairability (i.e., effectiveness) of APR systems by only concerning those executions ended with normal results and make comparisons with previously reported results. By doing so, we can gain a clear insight on the impact of non-repairability factors.

B. Subject Selection

To investigate our research questions, we need to mine the execution logs in APR studies where the exception information is recorded. Note that there are mainly two kinds of papers in APR field: to introduce new APR techniques or to empirically assess the performance of existing APR techniques. In this study, to represent each scientific literature precisely, we use the tool name if the paper proposes an APR technique or the family name of the first author followed by the publication year if it is an empirical study.

In the end, APR studies considered for our study need to satisfy the criterion that *logs of all fixing attempts (not only those which generate plausible patches) should be released.* We consider the living review of APR by Monperrus as.

### TABLE I: Included and excluded APR studies for our study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APR Study</th>
<th>#Tool</th>
<th>#Bug</th>
<th>#FL Strategy</th>
<th>#Logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SimFix</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>357</td>
<td></td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang-2019</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu-2020</td>
<td>10*</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>6,368†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durieux-2019</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>395</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez-2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>224*</td>
<td></td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Liu-2020 releases logs from 10 tools. † Liu-2020 configures each APR tools with two different FL strategies: utilizing off-the-shelf FL technique, GZoltar-v1.7 and feeding APR tools with ground-truth points. This study does not release execution logs of Nopol and DynaMoth on Closure bugs. 

C. Experiment Settings

The following presents the experimental details of each research question.

1) **RQ1:** To answer RQ1, we need to find out all the fixing attempts that end with exceptions. To achieve so, we adopted a strategy, which is based on keyword mapping, to separate valid fixing attempts from the whole log benchmark. Specifically, *patch found* is used to search the success cases and *timeout* is used for searching the cases when APR tools fail to generate a patch within the time budget. For the cases where APR tools traverse the whole search space but find nothing, different types of APR tools throw diverse messages in the logs. For instance, *no angelic value* is used for constraint-based tools (e.g., Nopol) while *exhaustive navigated* is used for search-based tools (e.g., jMutRepair). Note that these three situations correspond to the three kinds of normal results of a fixing attempt as introduced in Section II-A. After filtering out those valid fixing attempts, we kept the rest as abnormal patches and similar code to reduce search spaces: Wang-2019 (reruns SimFix and CapGen on Mockito bugs; Liu-2020 revisits the efficiency of test suite based program repair by performing a large-scale experiment on 16 APR tools; Durieux-2019 concerns benchmark overfitting problem through a comprehensive comparison of APR tools’ performances among five benchmarks; Martinez-2016 reruns jKali, jGenProg, and Nopol on Defects4j to evaluate their abilities for fixing real-world defects. All these five studies have released their execution logs on their online repositories, which can be utilized for our study. Totally, we collected 11,818 logs in this study. The detailed information of the involved logs can be found in Table I. Other studies in the literature are excluded because 1) there is no online resource of their studies; 2) they do not release experiment logs; or 3) they only release logs where plausible patches are generated.

### TABLE II: Detailed information of included logs in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APR Study</th>
<th>#Tool</th>
<th>#Bug</th>
<th>#FL Strategy</th>
<th>#Logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SimFix</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>357</td>
<td></td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang-2019</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu-2020</td>
<td>10*</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>6,368†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durieux-2019</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>395</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez-2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>224*</td>
<td></td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ones and categorized them based on the exception types in the thrown messages.

2) RQ2: To categorize the behind reasons of these unexpected exceptions, a process based on Thematic Analysis (TA) \([38]\) was conducted. Following a previous study \([39]\), we performed this process in six steps: 1) familiarizing with the log (by re-reading the logs for many times to understand its content); 2) identifying initial reasons (to understand the behind reasons for the exception in each log); 3) searching for themes (reasons re-appearing over many logs were identified); 4) reviewing themes (some themes with similar reasons were merged); 5) naming themes (some themes were renamed to better reflect the behind reasons); 6) producing the report (this paper reflects this step, compiling the main results of this analysis). This process was manually performed by the first author and another two authors further validated the result by reviewing the reason of each case from their comprehension.

3) RQ3: The evaluation of APR tools is usually assessed with respect to precision and recall \([5], [17]\). Precision measures how many bugs can be correctly fixed. On the contrary, recall measures the proportion of bugs for which a tool can generate plausible patches that can pass all the tests. The proportion is usually measured by the number of bugs with plausible patches generated over the total number of bugs. However, unexpected results are generated for certain bugs, in which case we cannot determine the tool to fix the bug since the fixing attempt terminated unexpectedly without results being generated. As a result, the recall such measured might be biased. In this RQ, we revisited the recall via removing those fixing attempts with unexpected results. Precision is not revisited since the non-repairability factors will not influence the precision value (i.e., the numbers of the generated patches and correct patches will not change). In our experiments, we also noted that our log benchmarks from different APR tools were generated under different FL strategies. For instance, Durieux-2019 performs the study under GZoltar-v0.1 while Liu-2020 utilizes two FL strategies including a new version of this framework which is GZoltar-v1.7 and directly feeding APR tools with ground-truth points. Another studied APR tool (i.e., NPEFix) does not require FL step since it only focuses on the potential crash point such as method call. We thus calculated the results of different APR tools under different FL strategies separately for constructing a baseline involving various FL configurations.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present experimental data as well as the key insights that are relevant to our research questions.

A. RQ1: Number of Occurrences

In total, we identified 3,035 exceptions from Liu-2020 and Durieux-2019 among our collected log benchmark which can be classified into 14 types based on the exception messages. Table \([31]\) demonstrates the results aggregated by diverse APR tools as well as different projects in Defects4j.

- [On the significance of this study] We identified 3,035 logs ended with unexpected results, which account for 25.7% of the logs included by this study (i.e., 11,818 in total). This result suggests that a large proportion of fixing attempts suffered from the non-repairability factors during executions and thus it is of great significance to dissect the reasons for these non-repairability factors for avoiding identical problems in future studies.

- [On the occurrences of different types of exceptions] As indicated by the last column, different types of exceptions possess diverse numbers of occurrences, ranging from 3 to 1,128. IllegalState is the most common exception type which has occurred for 1,128 times, accounting for 37.2% (1,128/3,035) of the total amount, followed by ModelBuilding and UnsupportedException which are 463 and 329, respectively. We also noted that there are three kinds of exceptions (i.e., StackOverflow, NumberFormat, and IO) that occur infrequently.

- [On the distributions with respect to APR tools] We found that 11 APR tools suffer from the non-repairability factors in their evaluations. Specifically, Cardumen witnesses the largest number of exceptions, which is 782 in total, accounting for 25.7% (782/3,035) of the entire set. The followings are jMutRepair and jGenProg whose values are 529 and 478, respectively. We also noted that there are some tools where exceptions happen infrequently. For instance, DynaMoth only contains 25 unexpected results of 2 types of exceptions which are OutOfMemory and NullPointerException.

- [On the distributions with respect to Defects4j projects] We found that exceptions happen more frequently when repairing the Closure project which includes 1,158 instances while less frequently in the Chart project which includes only 65 cases. For the other projects, the numbers range from 207 to 608. We noted that different projects in the Defects4j benchmark contain diverse numbers of bugs. From the perspective of how many exceptions happen for a single bug on average, the Mockito project achieves the highest value since it only contains 38 bugs, but 608 exceptions were generated when repairing those bugs.

Overall, our results reveal that (1) the non-repairability factors affect a considerable number of fixing attempts (25.7% of our studied logs); (2) IllegalState is the most common exception type which accounts for 37.2% of the whole benchmark; (3) the distributions of these exceptions vary a lot with respect to different APR tools and Defects4j projects.

B. RQ2: Internal Reasons

We summarized our identified reasons in Table \([15]\) which can be divided into 5 aspects. Library bugs denotes the libraries integrated in the APR tools used for program analysis or fault localization contain certain defects or not being used appropriately; Inherent defect of APR tools means the APR tools themselves are defective and contain logic errors; Improper operation of replication study denotes the inappropriate operations or settings adopted by researchers lead to the unexpected results; Low performance of machines, is caused by the limited performance of the utilized machines,
and Unstable environment denotes the influence from environment (e.g., different versions of jdk or Operating System). Note that our manual analysis shows that several exceptions (i.e., IllegalArgument, ModelBuilding, and NullPointer) are caused by diverse root causes. We thus use # to denote different root causes in the table. Generally speaking, Inherent defect of APR tools is the most common type, accounting for nearly 60% of the total amount (1,785/3,035). Due to page limit, we omit the analysis for three unpopular exception types (i.e., NumberFormat, IO, and NoClassDefFound) in this paper. Details can be found in our project page.[1]

1) Library Bugs: • [NullPointer exception#1] An example of NullPointer exception is shown in Listing[2] APR tools rely on the GZoltar library to obtain the fault localization results and this type of exception happens at the beginning of the initialization of GZoltar (line 3). After carefully analyzing the source code, we found that different APR tools invoke the library APIs in a unified way but this type of exception occurs when processing the bugs of specific projects (e.g., Closure and Mockito). Such finding indicates that it is indeed caused by the problem in the external library (i.e., unable to process certain bugs of certain projects normally) rather than the defect in the APR tools and we thus categorized this type into Library bugs. We noted that this problem has also been noticed and discussed by other practitioners.[3] We further confirmed that this case occurred for all the APR tools where GZoltar has been integrated for FL, which means this library has affected a wide range of APR tools.

[1] In this study, we also consider StackOverflow, OutOfMemory, NoClassDefFound, and Cannot allocate memory as exceptions since they also lead to the unexpected end of a fixing attempt.

1) Library Bugs: • [null Pointer exception#1] An example of NullPointer exception is shown in Listing 2. APR tools rely on the GZoltar library to obtain the fault localization results and this type of exception happens at the beginning of the initialization of GZoltar (line 3). After carefully analyzing the source code, we found that different APR tools invoke the library APIs in a unified way but this type of exception occurs when processing the bugs of specific projects (e.g., Closure and Mockito). Such finding indicates that it is indeed caused by the problem in the external library (i.e., unable to process certain bugs of certain projects normally) rather than the defect in the APR tools and we thus categorized this type into Library bugs. We noted that this problem has also been noticed and discussed by other practitioners. We further confirmed that this case occurred for all the APR tools where GZoltar has been integrated for FL, which means this library has affected a wide range of APR tools.

Listing 2: An Instance of First Type of NullPointer Exception

• [Spoon exception] Spoon is a meta-programming library to analyze and transform Java source code designed by the same research group of Astor. Listing 3 gives an example of this type of exception. Some APR tools utilize this library for code transformation but will throw this exception under some circumstances. It is classified into Library bugs since it was caused by internal bugs of libraries or inappropriate usages of libraries. For instance, the exception as shown in Listing 3 occurred since the enforced code transformation (i.e., inserting a statement before a super invocation) is not supported by the library.

Listing 3: An Instance of Spoon Exception

• [IllegalArgument exception#1 & ModelBuilding exception#1] The Astor system executes a command “defects4j export -p cp.test” to obtain the classpath for compilation. However, this command will delete the built test files for some Mockito bugs (i.e., 12-17 and 22-38). As a result, exceptions as shown in Listing 4 will be thrown. This is a bug from the Defects4j benchmark and has not been resolved for several years.[4] We thus categorized it into Library bugs.

TABLE III: Number of Occurrences of Different Types of Exceptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exception Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StackOverflow</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spoon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OutOfMemory</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumberFormatException</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NullPointerException</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOException</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModelBuilding</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndexOutOfBoundsException</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IllegalStateException</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IllegalArgument</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IllegalState</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot allocate memory</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>1,128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Reasons Behind Different Types of Exceptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Exception Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Library bugs</td>
<td>NullPointerException</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spoon</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IllegalArgument</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ModelBuilding</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherent defect of APR tools</td>
<td>NullPointerException</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ModelBuilding</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IndexOutOfBoundsException</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IllegalState</td>
<td>1,128</td>
<td>1,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UnsupportedOperation</td>
<td>329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper operation of replication study</td>
<td>FileNotFoundException</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NumberFormatException</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IllegalArgument</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ModelBuilding</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low performance of machines</td>
<td>OutOfMemory</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StackOverflow</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot allocate memory</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable environment</td>
<td>NoClassDefFound</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Library Bugs: • [NullPointer exception#1] An example of NullPointer exception is shown in Listing 2. APR tools rely on the GZoltar library to obtain the fault localization results and this type of exception happens at the beginning of the initialization of GZoltar (line 3). After carefully analyzing the source code, we found that different APR tools invoke the library APIs in a unified way but this type of exception occurs when processing the bugs of specific projects (e.g., Closure and Mockito). Such finding indicates that it is indeed caused by the problem in the external library (i.e., unable to process certain bugs of certain projects normally) rather than the defect in the APR tools and we thus categorized this type into Library bugs. We noted that this problem has also been noticed and discussed by other practitioners. We further confirmed that this case occurred for all the APR tools where GZoltar has been integrated for FL, which means this library has affected a wide range of APR tools.
Listing 4: An Instance of First Type of IllegalArgument Exception

Similar phenomenon happens for Astor on bugs from Math100 to 106. The returned classpath misses an imported package when executing the identical command, leading to the failure of the build process. As a result, modelbuilding exception is thrown, which is classified to the same categorization as the above case. Due to space limit, we do not provide a concrete example here.

2) Inherent defect of APR Tools: • [ModelBuilding exception#2] Listing 5 shows another instance of the ModelBuilding exception observed in NPEFix. NPEFix is a metaprogramming-based tool specially designed for the program crashed by null pointer exceptions. It does not require the FL process, instead, it encapsulates each method call and field access to assess whether the object is null. If so, it applies the FL process, otherwise, it encapsulates each method call and field access to assess whether the object is null. If so, it applies predefined strategies to find a way to avoid the null pointer exceptions. Listing 6 shows an instance of code transformed by NPEFix for bug Lang-14 that will throw a ModelBuilding exception as shown in Listing 5. This piece of code aims to detect whether the return value of the function getKey is null. Nevertheless, this code does not declare the type of the variable npe_invocation_var, which leads to the compile error in the model building process. This instance demonstrates that defects exist in the code transformation process of NPEFix and we subsequently labeled it as Inherent defect of APR tools.

Listing 5: An Instance of Second Type of ModelBuilding Exception

```java
final npe_invocation_var = getKey();
if (checkForNull(npe_invocation_var)) {
    final npe_invocation_var = getKey();
    if (checkForNull(npe_invocation_var)) {} 
    .......
```

Listing 6: An Instance of Code Transformed by NPEFix

- [IndexOutOfBoundsException exception] This type of exception happens in two APR tools (GenProg-A and RSRepair-A) which are based on the same framework. We thus take GenProg-A as an example as shown in Listing 7. Upon obtaining the FL results, this tool tries to generate modification points and then extract some ingredients in the original buggy program as the seed to perform transformations to search for possible solutions (i.e., plausible patches). Specifically, GenProg-A sets a number of restrictions to filter invalid ingredients for every modification point, which means a portion of modification points may not get any valid ingredient. For instance, one of the restrictions is that the selected ingredients should not be in the subtree of the modification point from the perspective of Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). Therefore, it throws up an IndexOutOfBoundsException exception as shown in the list when trying to get ingredient elements but the ingredient list is empty. According to our analysis, this exception can be avoided by removing the modification points without any valid ingredient. Hence, we categorized this type of exception into Inherent defect of APR tools. We noted that the numbers of occurrences of this type of exception are different among GenProg-A and RSRepair-A, which is due to the different ability for generating a plausible patch at a certain modification point. For instance, for Closure-33, GenProg-A does not generate a patch passing all the tests at the first modification point while RSRepair-A does and stops searching. Therefore, GenProg-A keeps searching on the next modification point where it throws the exception.

```java
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.
IndexOutOfBoundsException: Index: 0, Size: 0
at java.util.ArrayList.rangeCheck(ArrayList.java:635)
3 at java.util.ArrayList.get(ArrayList.java:411)
4 at us.msu.cse.repair.ec.problems.GenProgProblem.evaluate
(GenProgProblem.java:89)
5 at us.msu.cse.repair.ec.algorithms.GenProgGA.
initPopulation(GenProgGA.java:107)
6 at .......
```

Listing 7: An Instance of IndexOutOfBoundsException Exception

- [IllegalStateException & UnsupportedOperation exception] IllegalStateException exception happens most frequently and it occurs majorly among four APR tools based on the Astor framework according to our investigation as shown in Table III. Listing 8 shows an instance of this type of exception. Similar to GenProg-A and RSRepair-A, the tools integrated in Astor system also seek to create modification points after the FL step. What is different is that the filter process is performed based on the type of the suspicious code while in GenProg-A and RSRepair-A it is conducted considering whether there exists valid ingredients for each point. Originally, these tools only support statements of certain types such as conditional statements and loop statements while do not support for the others (e.g., return statements and assignment statements). As a result, if all the identified suspicious statements are not supported, the illustrated exception will be thrown. Take Chart-10 as an example. From the open access FL results, the only suspicious line under GZoltar-v0.1 for this buggy program is a return statement. Then, when trying to generate modification points, the system throws this exception. Note that the four APR tools integrated in Astor generate different numbers of such exceptions as shown in Table III. The reason is that each tool under this framework is implemented independently but there are some common types of statements that they do not support. We acknowledge that it is extremely difficult to take every situation into consideration when implementing such a large project. Being that said, we still categorized this type of exception into Inherent defect of APR tools in that some unsupported statements are extremely common such as return statements.

https://github.com/SerVal-DTF/FL-VS-APR
Listing 8: An Instance of IllegalStateException

We have demonstrated a case of Unsupported exception in Section 11-B. This type of exception is an exclusive one of Cardumen. Further investigation reveals that it is due to the inappropriate implementation of this APR tool. Similar to GenProg-A, if the type of suspicious code is supported, the tool will retrieve program elements in the program to select potential ingredients. Specifically, it will record the position (i.e., the line number) of each program element and later perform a check to see whether any information is illegal. Nevertheless, the element's position attribute will be empty if the element is the This pointer in the class. Note that other tools in Astor will skip the check when processing a This pointer and that is why this exception only occurs in Cardumen. We thus also categorized this type of exception into Inherent defect of APR tools.

- [NullPointerException exception#2] Listing 9 shows an example of this case that is exclusive to the Astor system. The tools try to record the number of valid repair attempts for each modification point to serve for further debugging. However, some modification points are unable to get any valid program element to be used as ingredients for repair due to the predefined restrictions, similar to the previous analysis of GenProg-A. In particular, the element should be extracted from the same file as the modification point. If the modification points contain no valid repair attempt, the returned object that records valid repair attempts will be null. Consequently, this exception will occur if the validity of the returned object is not checked. We categorized this type into Inherent defect of APR tools. The information from the log reveals that the experiment of [8] was performed in December 2018 while this bug was later fixed in January 2019.

Listing 9: An Instance of Second Type of NullPointerException

3) Improper Operation of Replication Study: • [FileNotFoundException] Listing 10 shows an instance of this kind of exception. We noted that the latest version of GZoltar-v1.7 does not contain a package that can be called directly similar to GZoltar-v0.1. Therefore, researchers choose to first execute this tool and record the results in a file and then read the FL results from the corresponding files (we have confirmed this with the authors of [9]). If the researchers pass a wrong path to the program or there is no corresponding file under the patch, the repair tool will expose such an exception. We thus categorized this type into Improper operation of replication study since it is caused by the inappropriate operations from the performers of the study.

Listing 10: An Instance of FileNotFoundException

- [IllegalArgument exception#2] This type of exception happens in several projects. We illustrate an example of Nopol on project Closure in Listing 11. Closure project needs a dependency named rhino.jar during execution. However, due to the evolution of this project, the name of this dependency changes to another one from bug Closure-64 to Closure-106. To find a workaround for this problem, the authors updated the way of obtaining classpath for several times. However, the execution time in the log is earlier than the submission time of this commit, which means the authors forgot to rerun the tool after update (we have confirmed this with the authors of [8]). Hence, we categorized this type of exception into Improper operation of replication study. Note that cases of this type of exception in other projects are related to other classpath problems. The instance of Closure project here is just an example. We also noted that the study Martinez-2016 also ran Nopol while we did not identify exception from their logs. Our further check reveals that their study only included 224 bugs (Closure and Mockito were not included) as shown in Table II.
the package name of 24 bugs (Lang-42 to 65) contains `enum` which can be identified as a keyword by the jdk version later than 1.5. Normally, these programs are compiled under jdk 1.4 which only throws a warning but does not influence the execution. However, the used version is 1.7 in the reproduction experiment (we got this information through the compliance level in the logs). Consequently, `enum` is identified as a keyword by the jdk version later than 1.5. Normally, these programs are compiled under jdk 1.4 which only throws a warning but does not influence the execution. However, the used version is 1.7 in the reproduction experiment (we got this information through the compliance level in the logs). Consequently, `enum` is identified as a keyword by the jdk version later than 1.5.

Listing 12: An Instance of Third Type of ModelBuilding Exception

4) Low performance of Machines: • [OutOfMemory & StackOverflow & Cannot allocate memory exception] Executing APR tools requires high performance servers since the search space is generally extremely large. If the computing performance is not high, some tools may run out of the heap space and thus cause an error. Listing[13] gives an example for this situation. Two similar exceptions (i.e., StackOverflow and Cannot allocate memory) are shown in Listings[14] and [15]. The former happens when the length of stack exceeds a threshold while the latter occurs when there is not enough memory assigned. StackOverflow exception is not common and only occurs for jGenProg, a tool utilizes genetic programming (GP) for searching for potential patches. This result indicates that the search space of GP is generally larger than other techniques. If the experiment is performed under machines with better performance, these exceptions are of great possibility to be avoided. As a result, we categorized these three types of exceptions into low performance of machines.

Listing 13: An Instance of OutOfMemory Exception

Listing 14: An Instance of StackOverflow Exception

Our in-depth analysis reveals that (1) the causes of the non-repairability factors are diverse, which can be mainly classified into 5 categories containing divergent types of exceptions; (2) Inherent defect of APR tools is the dominating one which accounts for nearly 60% of the total amount.

C. RQ3: Unbiased Evaluation

We re-calculated the recalls of different APR tools under different Fault Localization strategies without considering the fixing attempts that ended with unexpected results as introduced in Section III-C. Table VIII shows the results. The FL Strategy column denotes different FL strategies where GZ-0.1 denotes utilizing FL results obtained from GZoltar-v0.1, GZ-1.7 denotes utilizing FL results obtained from GZoltar-v1.7, Perfect FL denotes feeding APR tools with ground-truth points directly, and No FL required only denotes NPEFix.

TABLE VIII: Performances of APR Tools under Different FL Strategies when only Considering Valid Fixing Attempts.

---

1. Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit VM warning: INFO: os:: commit_memory(0x00000000d5550000, 715849728, 0) failed; error="Cannot allocate memory" (errno=12)
Our revisiting reveals that (1) non-repairability factors are widespread among evaluations on diverse combinations of APR tools and FL strategies; (2) the changes of recalls vary for different experiments. Although the changes are limited under most of the experiments, the maximum value can reach over 30%.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Implications

To recap, we have gained insights into the behind reasons of the existing exceptions in the execution logs of APR tools, which can be mainly divided into 5 categories. Based on these insights, we provide several implications for avoiding such exceptions as follows.

Execution logs of APR tools should be made publicly available to the community.

We are grateful for the authors of \[6\]–\[9\], \[18\] to release their execution logs. We believe that considerable efforts have been made by the original authors to ensure the quality of their experiments. Nevertheless, we still found over a quarter of these fixing attempts ended with unexpected results. Our findings here (e.g., the types of the exceptions and the behind reasons) may not generalize to the logs which have not been released publicly. Therefore, we encourage future APR studies to release their data for public inspection. The community can then gain more insights on the exceptions occurred during the experiments and to better avoid the impacts of such non-repairability factors.

Developers of APR tools should ensure the quality of their products.

From our analysis, several types of exceptions occurred due to the inappropriate implementation of the APR tools. Our in-depth analysis revealed that the majority of such exceptions could be avoided. For instance, the example of \[8\] IllegalState exception as shown in Listing 8 can be resolved by considering more situations and the example of Unsupported exception in Listing 1 can be avoided by carefully checking the code. We thus recommend the developers of APR tools to carefully check the repair process and fix bugs before releasing the tool publicly.

Third party libraries should be evolved continuously.

Our results revealed that several integrated libraries may affect the evaluation results of APR tools (e.g., the widely-used GZoltar and Spoon). We thus encourage the developers of these third party libraries to pay more attention to the exposed problems. We believe it is difficult to ensure the quality of such a large library under undetermined execution environments. Nonetheless, the library should be evolved if a certain defect has been reported. From this perspective, we thank the efforts of authors of Astor \[33\] for recently fixing a situation of the IllegalState exception as we introduced in Section IV-B.

Repetition studies should make great efforts to ensure the reliability of the performed experiments.

We also pointed out that several types of exceptions are related to the inappropriate settings of the experiments such as not providing corresponding input files (FileNotFoundException) or not preparing the correct content (NumberFormatException). We thus encourage future replication studies to ensure the reliability of the performed experiments via adopting appropriate settings. Besides, we also recommend researchers to pay attention to the configurations of their machines to avoid exceptions such as OutOfMemory. According to the project page of RepairThemAll, their studies were performed on a server whose maximum memory is 4G but we still detected OutOfMemory exception in their logs. This implicates that high performance machines might be needed when running certain APR tools.

B. Threats to Validity

External validity. The main lack of this study is that we only select 5 existing researches as our study subjects, which is a small part compared with existing studies on Java repair systems in the literature. Nevertheless, this is mitigated by our literature review that these studies are the only ones that release execution logs of all fixing attempts. Furthermore, as demonstrated in IV-C, our study subjects include 11 APR tools under diverse FL strategies, which strengthens the generality of our findings.

Internal validity. The taxonomy of internal reasons of the studied exceptions is the result from our manual analysis of logs. As any manual work, it is a difficult and time-consuming process and extremely error-prone. Nonetheless, we mitigate this by stopping the annotation process only if the three involved authors reached a consensus. We have also reported some of our findings to the authors of \[8\], \[9\] and got positive feedback. Besides, we have mined evolution information from the repositories of studied subjects to back up our analysis (shown as the links in the footnote). Furthermore, we make our data publicly available to ease future investigation and check for the whole repair community.

VI. RELATED WORK

Each time an APR tool was proposed, its developers performed considerable experiments to evaluate its effectiveness, from which the repairability factors of the tool were discussed. To name a list, TBar suffers from insufficient fix patterns and ineffective search of fix ingredients \[19\]. SimFix can be improved by considering the dependency between variables and statements \[6\], and incorrect fault localization and multiple fault locations significantly hamper the state-of-the-art APR tools \[9\]. On the contrary, our study is the first to...
deeply understand the non-repairability factors of APR tools, aiming to eliminate the potential biases in the evaluations.

There are many other studies concerning the biases in APR tasks. Durieux et al. [8] and Wang et al. [18] focused on the benchmark overfitting problem. Long et al. [40] concerned the patch overfitting problem while a number of studies followed [41], [42]. Liu et al. [21] first pointed out that different APR tools integrate different FL strategies. They thus designed a baseline tool kPAR and demonstrated that different FL results can significantly influence the number of generated patches, which is further confirmed by [9] where 16 APR tools are systematically considered.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper reports a large-scale empirical study on the exceptions in the execution logs of APR techniques. We dissected the frequencies of occurrence, behind reasons of such occurrences, as well as the impact on the repairability of APR techniques of non-repairability factors. We further discussed several implications for eliminating biases caused by such exceptions. All data in this study are publicly available at: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3937198
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